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Preface

This preface contains the following sections:

• Documentation accessibility

• Related resources

• Access to Oracle Support

• Additional copyright information

Documentation accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle
Accessibility Program website at http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?
ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Related resources
All documentation and other supporting materials are available on the Oracle Help
Center.

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support
through Support Cloud.

Contact our Oracle Customer Support Services team by logging requests in one of the
following locations:

• English interface of Oracle Health Sciences Customer Support Portal (https://
hsgbu.custhelp.com/)

• Japanese interface of Oracle Health Sciences Customer Support Portal (https://
hsgbu-jp.custhelp.com/)

You can also call our 24x7 help desk. For information, visit http://www.oracle.com/us/
support/contact/health-sciences-cloud-support/index.html or visit http://
www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing impaired.

Additional copyright information
This documentation may include references to materials, offerings, or products that
were previously offered by Phase Forward Inc. Certain materials, offerings, services,
or products may no longer be offered or provided. Oracle and its affiliates cannot be
held responsible for any such references should they appear in the text provided.
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1
Patch log

This topic briefly describes the history of small fixes we have applied to the 23.1 release.

No new features have been added to any of these patches and their upgrades do not affect
users working with the Oracle Health Sciences Clinical One Digital Gateway
application.

Table 1-1    Patch log

Release Number Release Date Notes

Release 23.1.1 16-May-2023 For this release, we fixed six
issues related to study design,
sites, reports, Analytics, and visit
branches. For more information
see:
• Issues 35310223,

35309668, and 35285490 in 
Sites, labs, depots, settings,
and user management.

• Issue 35279146 in Reports,
archives, extracts, and
notifications.

• Issue 35281545 in Oracle
Clinical One Analytics.

• Issue 35274867 in Forms,
visits, and rules.

We also documented
enhancements to Signature
Configurations and the
Unblinded Subject Events
dataset. For more information,
see Other enhancements.
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2
What's new

The following is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended for information
purposes only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is not a commitment to
deliver any material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making
purchasing decisions. The development, release, and timing of any features or functionality
described for Oracle’s products remains at the sole discretion of Oracle.

• Data collection

• Data review

• Integrations

• Randomization and trial supply management

• Reporting, archives, and analytics

• Rules management

• Study design

• Other enhancements

Data collection
• Manage screen failure subjects

Sponsor users can now set configurations that allow subjects who have failed screening
to complete or withdraw from the study.

Manage screen failure subjects
Sponsor users can now set configurations that allow subjects who have failed screening to
complete or withdraw from the study.

Details for sponsor users

Under the Study Settings tab, the new Screen Failed Subjects configuration provides you
with multiple options to enhance your screen failed subject management:

• By selecting Allow Screen Fail before Screening, subjects can be manually screen
failed if they have not yet been screened.

• By selecting Allow Withdrawal, on the Subjects page, the Withdraw option becomes
available for screen failed subjects.

• By selecting Allow Completion, on the Subjects page, the Complete option becomes
available for subjects who have failed screening.
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Note:

The Allow Withdrawal and Allow Completion settings are deselected
by default for existing studies.

• By selecting Yes for the Allow Withdrawal for Subjects before Enrollment
configuration, the ability to withdraw subjects before they've been enrolled in a
study becomes available.

• Screen failed visits can now be included in a subject's visit schedule.

More details on configuring these settings can be found in Specify study, enrollment,
and visits settings after the Release Assessment Environment upgrade.

Details for site users

When it comes to your workflow, here is what's new for you:

• If your study's settings have been configured to allow for screen failed subjects to
withdraw from the study, the Withdraw option is enabled in the Manage Subjects
drop-down, and withdrawal event forms become available to record additional
data.

• If your study's settings have been configured to allow for subjects who have failed
screening to complete the study, the Complete option is enabled in the Manage
Subjects drop-down, and completion even form become available to record
additional data.

• Withdraw and or Complete are not available in the Manage Subjects drop-down
if they are not selected in the study settings.

Step-by-step instructions on managing screen failed subjects can be found in the Site
User Guide after the Release Assessment Environment upgrade.

Impacts on reports

The Study Design report and Subject Events report have been enhanced to include
details on screen failed subjects.

Data review
• Sign off at the form and visit level with custom affidavits

As a sponsor or CRO, you can now define Signature Configurations at the form
and visit level, and program the system to remind users about signing data at all
levels.

Sign off at the form and visit level with custom affidavits
As a sponsor or CRO, you can now define Signature Configurations at the form and
visit level, and program the system to remind users about signing data at all levels.

For the 23.1.1 patch release, we've introduced a minor enhancement for this new
feature. For more information, see the Other enhancements.

Chapter 2
Data review
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Before you work with this feature

The following users can sign off at the form and visit level and manage custom affidavits:

• Users assigned the Approve and Sign Subject Data permission can sign at the casebook
level and their signature is applied to all questions available to them based on their
permissions. This permission also allows users to sign data that has been assigned to
them in a signature configuration.

• Users assigned the Approve and Sign Assigned Data Only permission are only able to
sign data that has been assigned for their role at the form or visit level in a signature
configuration.

• Users assigned the Receive the Pending Signatures Notification permission will receive
email notifications informing them when a signature, for a site they are assigned to, has
reached the defined target date or become overdue.

Note:

The Signature Requests notification is only sent once the Send Reminder
Through Email setting is configured to Yes.

• Sponsor users assigned the Manage Signature Settings permission have the ability to
create and edit signature configurations.

More details on notifications and permissions for this feature can be found in the Notifications
and Permissions Guide and the Add Users Guide after the Release Assessment Environment
upgrade.

Details for sponsor users

As a sponsor user, here's what you should be aware of when it comes to your workflow:

• Signature configurations at the form and visit level are disabled until the Display
signature elements for site staff and sponsors setting is configured to Yes in the
Study Settings.

Note:

Signature configurations for casebook level signatures are still available when
this setting is configured to No.

• The signature option is available in all study modes.

• If you are required to sign off at more than one level, signatures applied at a lower level
fulfill those at a higher level only for that specific form or visit. For example, a signature at
a form level fulfills visit or subject level requirements.

Chapter 2
Data review
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Note:

Signatures at a higher level do not fulfill those at a lower level, therefore,
a signature at the subject level will not fulfill a form level requirement,
requiring separate signatures.
This only applies if the user signing is responsible for signing at the
higher level, as well.

• The first value in the Affidavit's codelist will be used for subject level signatures if
more than one affidavit is included in the codelist.

• Be aware that if a new visit is named the same as a deleted visit, both appear as
options in the Signature Configuration.

• Signature icons and requirements for impacted visits are updated for a subject
once data is entered into a question or form, when the given question or form is
added or modified through Advanced Study Versioning (ASV).

Details for site users

When it comes to your workflow, here's what you should know:

• The Ready to Sign filter now includes incomplete forms and visits with signature
requirements.

• The new Partially Signed filter includes forms in a visit or subjects if any signature
has been applied, but one or more special signatures or casebook level signatures
are outstanding.

• In order to confirm data accuracy, the forms under the following signature
configuration types require a re-signature after previously signed if they are
deleted, hidden, or no longer require signing:

– Subject level

– Two-section form

– Visit level

You can find additional information in the Site User Guide after the Release
Assessment Environment upgrade.

Impact on reports

The following reports have been updated for this feature:

• Study Design report

• Subject Data report

• Subject Events report

More information on these report impacts can be found in the Reporting Guide after
the Release Assessment Environment upgrade.

Integrations
• Better shipment management for the Almac integration

This feature allows a user to pick which depots to integrate to Almac in their study.

Chapter 2
Integrations
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Better shipment management for the Almac integration
This feature allows a user to pick which depots to integrate to Almac in their study.

Integration managers can now configure an integration with Almac Global Depot Network to
exclude orders from depots that are not managed by Almac Global Depot Network.

Previously, it was expected for Oracle Health Sciences Clinical One Digital Gateway to
handle shipment orders for all depots in a study, including the ones that were not specified for
an Almac integration.

Randomization and trial supply management
• Tracking numbers for temperature excursions

You can now provide tracking numbers for kits that have experienced a temperature
excursion to improve your tracking and visibility for supply chain issues in a study.

Tracking numbers for temperature excursions
You can now provide tracking numbers for kits that have experienced a temperature
excursion to improve your tracking and visibility for supply chain issues in a study.

Details for sponsor users

When it comes to your workflow, here's what's new for you:

• You can now define the Temperature Excursion Starting Number on the Supply Settings
tab when Yes is selected for the Allow Temperature Excursions setting.

• Temperature excursion starting numbers can be configured with a starting value of one
(1) digit up to eight (8) digits that sequentially increment by 1. For example, 001, 002,
003, 004, and so on.

Note:

The starting number cannot begin with 0.

• All kits that are quarantined together receive the same tracking number.

• Users assigned the Receive the Quarantined Depot Shipment Notification permission
receive the new Study Inventory Quarantined notification. This notification alerts users
when available kits at a site or depot are marked as Quarantined.

• Users assigned the Receive Notification of Shipments permission receive the new
Pending Shipment notification when a shipment has not been received at a site within the
number of days defined in the supply settings.

Updates to the following reports have been made to reflect the new tracking number feature:

• Kit Chain of Custody (Blinded) report

• Kit Chain of Custody (Unblinded) report

• Study Design report

Chapter 2
Randomization and trial supply management
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Details for site users

Be aware that temperature excursion tracking numbers are displayed under the Kit
History side-panel on the Site Inventory page only for kits marked as Quarantined.

Note:

If a temperature excursion tracking number is assigned to a kit, it always
remains with that kit and can be filtered by Temperature Excursion Number
regardless of the kit status.

Reporting, archives, and analytics
• Enhancements to the Subject Data Extract

The Subject Data Extract no longer includes deleted, cleared, and undone visit
data, while the format of date fields has been unified.

• Enhancements to ODM-XML clinical data extracts
To ensure appropriate data granularity, enhancements have been added to the
ODM-XML clinical data extract.

• Enhancements to Oracle CRF Submit archives and reports

• RTSM Dashboard in Oracle Clinical One Analytics
The Randomization and Trial Supply Management (RTSM) dashboard is now
available in Oracle Clinical One Analytics allowing you to visualize key information
related to randomization and supply management.

Enhancements to the Subject Data Extract
The Subject Data Extract no longer includes deleted, cleared, and undone visit data,
while the format of date fields has been unified.

Deleted or blank forms will no longer be included in the report

The Subject Data Extract now includes only the current version of data collected at
sites. As such, the DELETED column has been removed, while any other deleted,
cleared, or undone visit data will no longer be included in the report.

Unified date formats

All dates are now exported in the YYYYMMDD format in the report, in accordance with
ISO 8601.

Enhanced Subject Data Extract notification emails

The Subject Data Extract notification email will now indicate the site where the data
originated, as well as the file type the report was generated in (CSV, CPORT, XPORT,
or SAS7BDAT).

Chapter 2
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Enhancements to ODM-XML clinical data extracts
To ensure appropriate data granularity, enhancements have been added to the ODM-XML
clinical data extract.

Note:

for these enhancements to take effect, please ensure you are using the latest
version of the clinical and metadata APIs. For more information, see the REST API
for Clinical One Platform guide.

New data fields

To make it easier to track the source of data contained in a lab form, Lab Id and Lab name
have been added to the ODM-XML clinical data extract. These fields only populate whenever
the data for the repeating part of a lab form has been entered or updated.

For queries submitted as part of a study, the new assignedRole field indicates the role of the
user which needs to close that particular query. Moreover, the new QueryType field identifies
the source of a query, while the new QueryRaised co extension indicates how the query was
generated.

Improvements made to existing fields

ODM metadata now correctly identifies repeating forms and sections.

A new co extension, QuestionGroup, has also been added, which helps identify whether a
question group is present.

Data availability and formatting

Users can now extract metadata from Testing study versions which have afterward been
moved to Approved or have been Archived; previosuly, Testing metadata would not have
been available in this scenario. The data contained in a study prior to production is marked
accordingly within the report.

Measurement units now display properly for both calculated and normal values.

Enhancements to Oracle CRF Submit archives and reports
Form & Visit level Signatures and Affidavits (from code lists) are now supported

Starting with 23.1, signatures can now be configured at the form and visit level. Subject PDFs
include the signatures and indicate the type of signature applied, Form, Visit, or Subject. The
affidavit text is displayed according to the signature configuration, using the code list value as
of the signature date.

Previously, subject PDFs included the signature history at the form level when all items on a
form or the subject casebook were signed. The associated affidavit text was displayed using
the code list value as of the signature date.

Chapter 2
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You can find more information about signing at the visit and form level in the Site User
Guide, and details about signature configuration can be found in the Sponsor and
CRO User Guide after the Release Assessment Environment upgrade.

The As of Date in the Request Settings PDF now displays in a users time zone

In the request settings PDF, the As of Date now displays the date/time based on the
time zone settings of the user who generates the request. Previously, the Request
Settings PDF displayed GMT by default.

Electronic Trial Master File (eTMF) transfers are now supported

Oracle CRF Submit output files for Archival PDF (sponsor and site), and Custom PDF
archive requests can now be delivered to the Oracle sFTP server. These files can be
programmatically transferred to your eTMF storage system or downloaded manually in
the Oracle Clinical One Platform user interface.

You can find additional information in the Reporting Guide after the Release
Assessment Environment upgrade.

RTSM Dashboard in Oracle Clinical One Analytics
The Randomization and Trial Supply Management (RTSM) dashboard is now available
in Oracle Clinical One Analytics allowing you to visualize key information related to
randomization and supply management.

Tip:

Whether you are working in a live study (and already using Oracle Clinical
One Analytics), working in a brand new study, or just starting to work with
analytics, reach out to your Oracle Project Manager for more information on
Oracle Clinical One Analytics training and mentoring.

With the introduction of the new RTSM dashboard template in Oracle Clinical One
Analytics, you can get a holistic view of your study's data. By leveraging the existing
functionality of datasets, you now have access to a customizable, interactive
dashboard containing reports and visualizations that can help improve your decision-
making on randomization and supply management processes.

Since they are templates, you do not have to create dashboards from scratch, but you
can customize it to meet your needs. All you have to do is download the template and
re-import it to tweak the data in and adjust filters, and this way make sure you are
viewing data relevant to your work. For more information see Customize templates.

Before you work with this new feature

Each predefined dashboard is built by leveraging an existing dataset in Oracle Clinical
One Analytics. Because of this, you must have access to the respective dataset before
you can properly view data in a corresponding dashboard. To work with the RTSM
dashboard, you must have access to the following datasets:

• Unblinded Kits dataset

• Subject dataset

Chapter 2
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Access to a dataset is given based on a permission that you must be assigned in Oracle
Clinical One Platform. For more information on these permissions, see Descriptions of
permissions in Oracle Clinical One Platform.

Details for clinical supply managers

With the new RTSM dashboard, Clinical Supply Managers (CSM) can monitor randomization
and supply details across studies and sites. Even though this dashboard is intended to assist
CSMs with their duties, the RTSM dashboard is available to any user with the appropriate
permissions. This customizable dashboard offers you complex data on randomization and
supply management, organized within the following interactive reports:

• Overall Summaries

• Subject Details

• Subjects Enrolment Summary

• Site Status

• Unblinded Randomization

• Site Overall and Monthly

• Site Overall (Shipment)

• Unblinded Shipment History

• Site Inventory

• Unblinded Visit Summary

• Unblinded Clinical Supplies Return

• Unblinded Site and Depot Kit Status

• Unblinded Depot Inventory

The reports and visualizations grouped in this dashboard can help CSMs to analyze the study
inventory and treatment arm distribution across the study. With this, the study team can
identify a possible need of randomization design and limits update, as well as supply
management adjustments.

You can find additional information regarding dashboards in the Analytics User Guide after
the Release Assessment Environment upgrade.

Rules management
• Enhancements to rule helper functions

Enhancements to rule helper functions
Access data from forms in other visits using getValues()
You are now able to create variables referencing items that do not exist within the same visit
as the rule target. Previously, you could reference all of the visits where the rule target form
exist. Now, when defining rule variables, you have a new option in the visit selection drop-
down that allows you to declare variables for Any Visit. This allows referencing data collected
in any other form at different visits, regardless if the target rule form is present or not.

By using getValues() you can fetch these values and use them in comparisons and other
logical operations with data in the current form. For example, you can get the sample

Chapter 2
Rules management
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collection date from a previous visit and compare it with the infusion date in the current
form, to make sure the sample collection date is prior to the infusion date. This
example considers that sample collection date question exists within a form present in
a first visit but not present in a second visit in which infusion is performed.

Refer to values in different table rows

A new helper function now allows you to fetch the immediate previous not-null value
from previous rows in repeating forms and repeating sections on two-section forms.
The introduction of getPrevRepeatValue() facilitates logical operations between
values in different rows, whether it is the same or a different question, while reducing
programming efforts. For example, you can get the end date of a dose on the
immediate previous row and compare it with the start date of a dose in the current row.

You can find additional details about this new helper function in the Rules Developer
Guide after the Release Assessment Environment upgrade.

Reuse variables passed into helper functions

Previously, when using repeating forms and two-section forms helper functions, you
needed to create a second variable for the same question if it also needed to be
referenced elsewhere in the expression. Now, the following helper functions have been
enhanced to allow the reuse of variables (all item types are supported):

• Repeating forms helper functions:

– FindMinInRepeatingForms()

– FindMaxInRepeatingForms()

– FindMatchingRepeatingForm()

– FindMatchingRepeatingFormWithinRange()

– FindDuplicateRepeatingForm()

– FindDuplicateRepeatingFormWithinRange()

– FindRFInstance()

– ListRFInstances()

– getRFValues()

– FindMinDateInRFs()

– FindMaxDateInRFs()

– GetMatchingRepeatingFormsCount()

• Two-section forms helper functions:

– FindMatching2SForm()

– list2SInstances()

– findDuplicate2SForm()

– getCurrent2STableInstance()

– get2SValues()

– findMinDateIn2SForm()

– findMaxDateIn2SForm()

– find2SFormInstance()

Chapter 2
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– getMatching2SFormsCount()

– findMinIn2SForms()

– findMaxIn2SForms()

– findDuplicate2SFormWithinRange()

– findMatching2SFormWithinRange()

Enhancement to use helper functions with codelists

When working with code lists in choice questions, you can now specify whether to get the
code or the label value. To do this, you can use the getArrayFromChoice() and
getStringFromChoice() helper functions, which now have a new optional parameter that
allows you to define which value to return.

You can find additional information on these and other rule helper functions in the Rules
Developer Guide after the Release Assessment Environment upgrade.

Study design
• Create your very own library study

Users at a sponsor organization or Clinical Research Organization (CRO) can now create
their own library study and include objects in these libraries to be used in live studies.

• Preview forms in Draft mode
Study designers can now preview a form's design while in Draft mode, to address any
issues and make necessary adjustments before moving a study version to Testing.

Create your very own library study
Users at a sponsor organization or Clinical Research Organization (CRO) can now create
their own library study and include objects in these libraries to be used in live studies.

By creating your own library study, you can not only reduce the time for study building, but
you can also better manage standards for study metadata and improve the consistency of
design throughout all studies at your organization. With every object created and tested
within the context of a library, users can then add these objects to a live study ensuring that
their protocol is up to the organization's standards.

Before you work with this feature

This new feature can impact global users, as well as study designers. As a global user
manager, you can assign the following new global roles to users so they can view and
manage library studies:

• Change Library Objects Status

• Manage Library Objects

• View Library Objects

Details for library users

Here's what's new for you:

Chapter 2
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Note:

For this release, you can only include forms as objects in your library.

• Now, when you navigate to the Library page, you land on the Library Studies page
where you can create and manage all of your library studies.

• On the Library Studies page, you can click View Library. This takes you to the
organization's library where you can navigate between the Code List tab and the
Forms tab. The new Forms tab contains all of the forms from your library studies.
The Code List tab has no functional changes and it will still display all of your
organization's custom and system default code lists.

• On the Library Studies page, you can click Create Library Study, fill in the fields
of the Create Library Study dialog and create a new library study in your library.

• On the Library Studies page, a library study is displayed similarly to how a study is
displayed on a Home page. A library study can be versioned and moved through
all four different containers: Draft, Testing, Approved, and Archived.

• By clicking a library study in the Draft container, you can navigate to the Forms tab
within a library study. You can then choose between creating a brand new form or
importing an existing form from another live study or another library study at your
organization.

• An object in a library can have various statuses. By default, when you import or
create a new object, its status is set to Draft. Other statuses that an object can
have are Testing, Rejected, Approved, Published, or Archived.

• After you create an object in a library study, you can test it, approve it, and then
publish that object in your library study. Only after you test, approve, and publish
an object within your library study, can you add it to a live study and further test it
in that updated study version.

• You can choose to version an object that was already published so that your
library contains multiple iterations of the same object. For example, you can
choose to create two or three different versions of the same Demographics form.
All of the different versions can be used across live studies at your organization.

• Irrespective of its status, you can always edit an object's attributes, such as its
description and associated tags.

• Along the top of the Library page, you have several options to make navigation of
library objects easier: you can filter objects by status or tag, you can expand or
collapse all objects to view or hide their details, or you can search for a specific
library object.

• On the right side of the Library page, upon selecting an object, you can view its
history on the Object History side panel.

Reporting updates

Objects created in library studies will be displayed in reports and datasets in Oracle
Clinical One Analytics for a future release.

Impact on integrations

When it comes to integrations, you must know that integrations cannot be set up for
library studies.
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Impact on custom JavaScript rules

As a rule designer and tester, you must know that you can create custom rules in a library
study, as well. The workflow for creating, testing, approving, and ultimately publishing a
custom rule in a library study is the same as the workflow that you follow for a live study.

When you add an object with custom rules to a live study, keep in mind that all custom rules
are imported in the live study with a status of Invalid. You will then have to test, approve, and
publish the copied rules to ensure that they run correctly in your updated live study version.

Already working in a live study?

As soon as the release upgrade is complete, you can begin creating library studies and
adding objects to them. You can add forms to your new library study from any other study
whether it is newly created or already live.

You can find additional information in the Sponsor and CRO User Guide after the Release
Assessment Environment (RAE) upgrade.

Preview forms in Draft mode
Study designers can now preview a form's design while in Draft mode, to address any issues
and make necessary adjustments before moving a study version to Testing.

With this new feature, study designers can preview forms during design. Beside your own
ability to preview a form, you can share preview links to other users in your study team to get
feedback before releasing the study version for Testing. This allows users to quickly address
any issues that may arise during data collection and make the necessary adjustments while
the study design is still available in Draft mode.

Before you work with this feature

To either preview forms or share preview links, you must have at least one of the following
permissions for the given study:

Note:

Users with a preview link can forward the preview form invite; however, only
authorized users can access the form preview.

• Design Forms

• Design Randomization

• Design SDV Properties on Forms

• Design Supplies and Dispensation

• Design Visits and Events

• Move a Study Design to Testing or Production

• Run the Study Design Report

• Run the Study Rules Report

• Upload and Generate Inventory Lists
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• Upload and Generate Randomization Lists

• View Study Design

Details for study designers and other sponsor users

This feature is available for one and two-section forms, as well as lab forms.
Previewed forms display as they would within a visit in a live study. Additionally, users
can enter mock data to also preview dynamic questions and dynamic sections.
Repeating rows get displayed on their tabular form and, by clicking on any data entry
field, the data entry view can be expanded. In the case of lab forms, the preview gets
rendered successfully; however, lab normal ranges are not validated.

When accessing through a preview link, if the form design is no longer in Draft mode
but still exists within the given study version (whether in Testing or Production), users
get to see the latest version of the form. If the requested form is not available for
preview, users get notified if the requested form doesn't exist, if it has been deleted, or
if you are not authorized to access it.

You can find additional information on the Study Designer User Guide after the
Release Assessment Environment upgrade.

Other enhancements
Hide or enable user interface elements for signature configurations

Sponsor users can now allow for signature configuration elements to appear in the
user interface.

Signature elements on the Study and Subject homepages are hidden by default for
existing studies. In the Study Settings, selecting Yes for the Display signature

elements for site staff and sponsors option enables the Signature widget ( ) to
display in Production mode, while the Signature Request side panel appears in all
modes.

Note:

It is not possible to go back and select No for the Display signature
elements for site staff and sponsors option once Yes has been selected
and saved for the corresponding mode.

New fields in the Unblinded Subject Events dataset

New fileds have been added to the kit and subject folders of the Unblinded Subject
Events dataset in Oracle Clinical One Analytics. The new fields provide information
about titration, treatment arm and unblinding details, allowing users to report subjects
and events alongside these data points.

Additional information can be found in the Analytics User Guide.
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3
Fixed issues

• Forms, visits, and rules

• Integrations

• Oracle Clinical One Analytics

• Reports, archives, extracts, and notifications

• Sites, labs, depots, settings, and user management

• Site users and subject data

Forms, visits, and rules
Subject switches to the wrong branch when configured on form criteria

Study Designers: Currently, the visit branches that you configure using form criteria work as
expected. Previously, at times, visits in a branch were not displayed for you as expected
when they were configured on form criteria.

For example, if a subject answers a question such as "Do you want to continue with the same
treatment?" with "No," they will be moved to the appropriate visit branch that you configured.

(Issue 35274867)

Integrations
ODM Metadata API v2.0 failing due to classnotfound exception

Now, the call is successful when using the ODM Metadata API version 2. Previously, the call
would fail due to the absence of a specific class file.

Retracted workaround: None. (Issue 35217778)

Oracle Clinical One Analytics
Two active records showing for the same form in the Subject Forms dataset

The Subject Forms dataset now shows a single record for each form where the site has been
renamed. Previously, entering the data in one of the forms, renaming the site and
subsequently entering data in a second form would lead to the Subject Forms dataset to
feature two records for each form, one in a Completed status and another in a Scheduled
status.

(Issue 35281545)
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Reports, archives, extracts, and notifications
Data related to form associations might be missing from the Subject Data
Extract

Data managers and statisticians: Now, the data related to form associations in the
Subject Data Extract within the Form Associations Dataset is appropriately displayed.
Previously, you may have encountered the following issues:

• Values displayed for REPEATNUMBER or RREPEATNUMBER and
SREPEATNUMBER were reversed.

• Values for SREPEATID or RSREPEATID might have been missing from the
dataset.

Going forward, the following values are displayed:

• The two-section form number is displayed for SREPEATNUMBER or
RSREPEATNUMBER.

• The two-section form repeating section row numbers are displayed for
REPEATNUMBER or RREPEATNUMBER.

• For a two-section form where a repeating section row is linked, the UUID is
displayed for SREPEATID.

Retracted workaround: None. (Issue: 35156289)

Sites, labs, depots, settings, and user management
Records for randomization lists are not loading in the Randomizations tab

Study designers: When accessing a study version in Production, users can now view
the list of randomizations accordingly on the Randomizations tab. Previously, the list of
randomizations would only load the first item, making it impossible to select a different
randomization.

(Issue 35310223)

Normal ranges are not loading for lab forms

Site users: Lab normal ranges now populate as expected when selecting a lab to
associate with a lab form. Previously, lab normal ranges would not populate during a
visit, even when a lab was associated to a lab form.

(Issue 35309668)

Study version title cannot be changed using Rename

Study designers: You can now rename study versions in the Edit Study panel.
Previously, you could not interact with the name of the study version even when
selecting Rename.

(Issue 35285490)
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Site users and subject data
A closed query automatically reopens without a data change

Site users: Now, a query closed manually remains closed even after navigating to the next
visit, entering the visit date, then returning to the visit where the query was closed. Previously,
when the user navigated back to the previous visit, the query status Re-opened was
displayed.

Retracted workaround: Create a report to identify the impacted queries and manually close
them before a site user can answer them. Issue (35062639)

Site users are unable to save a form associated with a new study version after clearing
and reentering data

Site users: Now, you can save a form associated with a new study version after clearing data
entered in the previous version, then entering data for the new version. Previously, you would
encounter an error when trying to save the form..

Retracted workaround: None. (Issue 35155305)

Reason for undoing a screen failure is displayed for a randomization visit (former
known issue)

Site users: Now, when you undo screen fail for a subject, followed by randomization, the
reason captured for the randomization visit displays correctly.

Previously, undo screen failure followed by randomization resulted in the reason for undo
screen failure showing for the randomization visit. This also affected how data was displayed
in Oracle Clinical One Analytics datasets.

Retracted workaround: None. (Issue 34491558)

Unable to skip an optional visit after clearing the visit date

Site users: With the appropriate permissions, you can now skip an optional visit after
clearing the visit date. Previously, you were presented with the following message after
clearing the visit date: You cannot skip the <visit_name> visit.

Retracted workaround: None. (Issue 35170613)
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4
Rest API updates

See the newly added and newly deprecated endpoints of the Oracle Clinical One Platform
APIs for 23.1, available upon the Production release.

The following new service has been added:

• Library

The following services have been updated:

• Data Action

• Data Hub

• Data Capture

• Designer

• Notifications

• Query

• Randomization and Supplies

• Rules

• Rule Designer

• User, Permissions and Roles

Library

Change Method Endpoint

New
GET

/v1.0/libraryUses/studies/{studyId}/versions/{studyVersion}

Data Action

Change Method Endpoint

New
PUT

/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/unsign-unverifyforitem

POST
/v2.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/cleardatacheck/{scope}
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Data Hub

Change Method Endpoint

New
GET

/v3.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/odm/metadata

POST
/v4.0/tenant/{tenantId}/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries

GET
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/odm/clinicalData/blinded

GET
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/odm/clinicalData/unblinded

POST
/v6.0/tenant/{tenantId}/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/subjects/formItems

Data Capture

Change Method Endpoint

New
PUT

/v3.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/subjects/{subjectId}/codeview

GET
/v4.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/subjects/history/all

PUT
/v4.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/subjects/{subjectId}

PUT
/v4.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/subjects/{subjectId}/codebreak

GET
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/subjects/{subjectId}

GET
/v8.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/subjects/history/{subjectId}

Deprecat
ed POST

/v2.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/studyVersion/{studyVersion}/
signSubject/subject/{subjectId}/code/{code}/orgId/{orgId}
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Designer

Change Method Endpoint

New
POST

/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/cloneSystemCodelist

POST
/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/forms/formitems

POST
/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/forms/{formId}/choiceoptions

GET
/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/forms/{formId}/formitems

POST
/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/hasRandomization

GET
/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/forms

GET
/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/forms/{formId}/visits

GET
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/studyversionobjects

POST
/v7.0/studies/{studyId}/studyDesign/paginated

Notifications

Change Method Endpoint

New
POST

/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/notificationlog

Query

Change Method Endpoint

Deprecate
d GET

/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/queryTable
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Change Method Endpoint

GET
/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/state

PUT
/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/assignupdate

PUT
/v2.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/answer

PUT
/v2.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/delete

GET
/v2.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queryDetails

GET
/v3.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/openQueryDetails

POST
/v3.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/candidate

POST
/v3.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/open

GET
/v3.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queryDetails

POST
/v3.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/report/{reportName}

GET
/v4.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/openQueryDetails

GET
/v4.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}

PUT
/v4.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/close

PUT
/v4.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/open
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Change Method Endpoint

POST
/v4.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/report/{reportName}

GET
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/openQueryDetails

POST
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/candidate

POST
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/open

PUT
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/answer

PUT
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/close

PUT
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/delete

PUT
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/open

GET
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queryDetails

POST
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/report/{reportName}

GET
/v6.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/openQueryDetails

POST
/v6.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/candidate

POST
/v6.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/open

GET
/v6.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}
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Change Method Endpoint

PUT
/v6.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/answer

PUT
/v6.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/close

PUT
/v6.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/delete

PUT
/v6.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/open

GET
/v6.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queryDetails

POST
/v6.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/report/{reportName}

GET
/v7.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/openQueryDetails

POST
/v7.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/open

GET
/v7.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}

PUT
/v7.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/answer

PUT
/v7.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/close

PUT
/v7.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queries/{queryId}/open

GET
/v7.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/queryDetails

POST
/v7.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/report/{reportName}
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Randomization and Supplies

Change Method Endpoint

New
POST

/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/reports/blindedrandreport

GET
/v2.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/kits/{inventoryId}/historyById

POST
/v2.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/reports/kits/blindedchainofcustody

POST
/v2.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/shipments/{shipmentId}/quarantined

POST
/v2.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/shipments/{shipmentId}/received

GET
/v2.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/sites/{siteId}/inventory/kits/{inventoryId}/
historyById

PUT
/v3.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/sites/{siteId}/inventory/kits

GET
/v4.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/inventory/kit-types/{kitTypeId}/kits

PUT
/v4.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/inventory/kits

POST
/v4.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/inventory/kits/audit

PUT
/v4.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/sites/{siteId}/inventory/kits/{kitId}

GET
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/orders

GET
/v5.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/orders/{shipmentId}
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Change Method Endpoint

GET
/v6.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/inventory/kit-types

POST
/v6.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/reports/kits/chainofcustody

PUT
/v9.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/supply/settings

Rules

Change Method Endpoint

Deprecat
ed PUT

/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/jobStatus

PUT
/v2.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/deleteform

Rule Designer

Change Method Endpoint

Deprecat
ed PUT

/v1.0/rule/studies/{studyId}/bulkcopy

POST
/v1.0/rule/studies/{studyId}/copyrules

PUT
/v1.0/rule/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/bulkupdate

GET
/v1.0/rule/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/item/{itemId}

GET
/v1.0/rule/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/propertyType/{propertyType}

GET
/v1.0/rule/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/ruleId/{ruleId}
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Change Method Endpoint

POST
/v1.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/report/{reportName}

PUT
/v2.0/rule/studies/{studyId}/bulkcopy

PUT
/v2.0/rule/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/bulkupdate

GET
/v2.0/rule/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/item/{itemId}

GET
/v2.0/rule/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/propertyType/{propertyType}

GET
/v2.0/rule/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/ruleId/{ruleId}

POST
/v2.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/report/{reportName}

PUT
/v3.0/rule/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/bulkupdate

POST
/v3.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/report/{reportName}

POST
/v4.0/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/report/{reportName}

Users, Permissions and Roles

Change Method Endpoint

New
GET

v1.0/userinfo/bulk

• Rest API patch updates
See the newly added endpoints of the Oracle Clinical One Platform APIs for 23.1.1,
available upon the Production release.
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Rest API patch updates
See the newly added endpoints of the Oracle Clinical One Platform APIs for 23.1.1,
available upon the Production release.

The following services have been updated:

• Data Hub

• Library

Data Hub

Change Method Endpoint

New
POST

/v6.0/tenant/{tenantId}/studies/{studyId}/{mode}/subjects/
unblindedVisits

Library

Change Method Endpoint

New
GET

/v1.0/libraryObjects/{libraryId}

PUT
/v1.0/libraryObjects/{libraryId}

DELETE
/v1.0/libraryObjects/{libraryId}

POST
/v1.0/libraryObjects/bulkUpdate

DELETE
/v1.0/libraryUses

GET
/v1.0/libraryUses/{libraryId}
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5
Release impact for other applications

This document describes the known impact and limitations that new features and
enhancements introduced in this release may have on downstream applications.

Oracle Clinical One Analytics also known as Data Hub

• Updates to a signature's status are included in the application's reports and datasets.
Information related to affidavits is not included in the application's reports and datasets.
This capability will be introduced in a future release.

• Data associated with the new Temperature Excursion Number field is not displayed in
any reports or datasets. This capability will be introduced in a future release.

• Data related to screen failure visits is displayed in the application's reports and datasets,
as expected. Failure dates specified by a user and updates to the Reason for Change
field (for screen failures) will not be displayed in any reports or datasets. Instead, if
Screen Failure Visit is enabled, the system date specified when a screen failure occurs
will be displayed.

Oracle Health Sciences Data Management Workbench

• Data associated with the new Temperature Excursion Number field is not displayed in
Oracle DMW. This capability will be introduced in a future release.

• Data associated with the new screen failure visit is displayed in Oracle DMW, as
expected. Failure dates specified by a user and updates to the Reason for Change field
(for screen failures) will not be displayed in the application. Instead, the system date
specified when a screen failure occurs will be integrated.

Expected metadata changes in Oracle Health Sciences Data Management Workbench

The following updates to metadata in Oracle DMW are introduced in this release:

View/Table Column Variation Details

DHVW_SUBJECT_VISITS_V1 ADDRESS_COUNTRY Attribute differences: Length
(100:4000)

Oracle Health Sciences Clinical One Digital Gateway

• Data associated with the new Temperature Excursion Number field is currently not
supported in Oracle Health Sciences Clinical One Digital Gateway. This capability will be
introduced in a future release.

• Screen failure visit dates entered by users are currently not supported and will not be
integrated. Only system generated failure dates are integrated.

• While you can include screen failure visits in the new study design, data related to these
visits for integration configurations is not supported at this time. This capability will be
introduced in a future release.
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6
Be a part of the Oracle Clinical One Platform
community

Whether you're looking to get expert advice or just learn more about Oracle Clinical One
Platform, you'll find answers in our community. Participate in discussions, provide feedback,
connect with Support, and learn more about the Oracle Clinical One Platform. Join the
Clinical One community to get the help that you need!

Get access to the Oracle Clinical One Platform community

This community can only be accessed by sponsor user roles who have an Oracle Single
Sign-On (SSO) account. To get an Oracle SSO account to log into your Oracle Clinical One
Platform community, you must perform the following tasks:

1. Go to community.oracle.com.

2. On the landing page, click Register.

3. On the new page, fill-in the fields, and click Create Account.
For step-by-step instructions on how to create and confirm an Oracle SSO account, see 
Get an Oracle.com Account.

4. After confirming your account, return to community.oracle.com and click Log In.

More information

• To access the community straight from the URL, go to the Clinical One Community and
bookmark it. Alternatively, you can access the community from your Oracle Clinical One
Platform Home page. On the Home page, under your user name, there is now a new link
called My Community. Click it and it will take you to the community landing page where
you need to sign in. This link is only available to users at a sponsor.

• To read more guidelines on how to navigate the community and customize your profile,
go to Oracle Community General FAQs.

Note:

Keep in mind that you must be logged into your Oracle SSO account to be able
to access the Oracle Community General FAQs page.
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7
Chat in real time with Oracle Support

Use Oracle Clinical One Platform chat for an easier way to contact the Oracle Support team.

Note:

The Oracle Clinical One Platform chat will be available starting 16-January-2023, at
08:00 GMT.

1. On the homepage, click Chat & Help.

2. The following options are made available:

• Click View Documentation to open the Oracle Clinical One Platform Help Center
homepage where you can browse the application's documentation.

• Click My Training Videos to watch videos assigned to your user account based on
your permissions in the application.

• Click Live Chat to engage with a Support agent in real time.

3. Click Live Chat then fill in the following fields:

Field Description

First Name This field is populated by default with the first
name associated with your Oracle Clinical One
Platform account.

Last Name This field is populated by default with the last
name associated with your Oracle Clinical One
Platform account.

Email Address This field is populated by default with the email
address associated with your Oracle Clinical
One Platform account.

How may we help you? Enter the reason why you require real-time
assistance from an Oracle Support employee.

Use a maximum of 150 characters to describe
your problem.

4. Click Chat Now to begin a live chat session. Or click Cancel to go back to the initial
menu.
After clicking Chat Now, a new dialog called Live Assistance is displayed. Depending on
the availability of a Support agent at that time, the dialog may display one of the following
messages:

• Connecting... Please wait while we establish a connection: this notice is
displayed right after the Live Assistance dialog appears on your screen.

• Currently there are no agents available for chat. Along with this message, you are
given the following options:
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– Search the Oracle Help Center: Select this option, enter your search
criteria, then click Search to look for helpful information on the Oracle
Help Center.

– My Community: Select this option to join or visit the community to
network and collaborate on challenges, solutions, and best practices.

– Submit a Support Request: Select this option to raise a ticket describing
your issue..

• When a Support agent becomes available, the screen indicates your number
in the queue, or if you're next in line it shows you're about to connect with a
Support agent in less than one minute.

5. Once a Support agent is available, type your message in the Type a message
field, then click Send.

6. To attach a file and send it to the Support agent, click the Attach icon (

) and then click Send.

7. To end the chat, click End Chat in the upper-left corner of the dialog.

8. By default, the chat is unmuted. To mute the chat, click Mute in the upper-right
corner.

9. To print the conversation you have with a Support agent, click Print.

10. To disconnect yourself from the chat, click End Chat in the upper-left corner.

11. To close the chat dialog, click Close in the upper-left corner.
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8
Get access to the Known Issues List

To protect the integrity and safety of our product and the improvements we make, we moved
the list of known issues to the My Oracle Support (MOS) platform.

From now on, every newly introduced known issue, as well as the list of historical known
issues introduced in both Oracle Clinical One Platform and Oracle Health Sciences Clinical
One Digital Gateway will be available only in MOS.

Get an account in MOS

To get access to the Oracle Clinical One Platform knowledge base, you need two things: an
account in MOS and your organization's customer support identifier (CSI). Whether you have
those two things or not, the steps to get access in MOS are identical to those that you would
follow to get access to the Product Verification Pack (PVP).

To make sure you get the right access in MOS, follow these two steps in the order listed
below:

1. Step 1. Get an account for My Oracle Support (MOS)

2. Step 2. Associate your MOS account with your organization's customer support identifier
(CSI)

Navigate in MOS

In MOS, you can either search for "Clinical One" or the Document 2716378.1. This article
contains the Known Issues List attached in a PDF format.

Figure 8-1    How a user sees search results for "Clinical One" in MOS

Having trouble accessing known issues in MOS?

Reach out to us over email at clinical_one_doc_feedback_us_grp@oracle.com.
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9
Subscribe to product updates

• Health Sciences Support release announcements

• System maintenance page and status notifications
Upon signing in, a new maintenance page displays when the Oracle Clinical One
Platform, all studies for an organization, or a specific study is undergoing maintenance.

Health Sciences Support release announcements
Subscribe to Oracle Clinical One Platform and Oracle Health Sciences Clinical One Digital
Gateway announcements.

1. Log in to Oracle Health Sciences Support Cloud.

2. In the upper-right corner click the My Account icon ( ), then click Account Settings.

3. Enable Send email notifications when new announcements are posted at the bottom
of the Account Settings page.

Anytime an Oracle Clinical One Platform and Oracle Health Sciences Clinical One Digital
Gateway release announcement is posted on Oracle Health Sciences Support Cloud, you
receive an email from Oracle HSGBU Support.

Note:

You will also receive announcements from other industry-specific applications
developed by Oracle Health Sciences.

Announcement types, schedules and other useful details

Several announcements are posted/sent for each Oracle Clinical One Platform and Oracle
Health Sciences Clinical One Digital Gateway release. Review the table below for details
about each one.

Announcements posted on the Oracle Health Sciences Support Cloud follow a standard
naming convention making them easy to locate. Example, Clinical One - 2023 Q1 (22.4)
Release Assessment Environment Pre-release.
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Type of
release

Announcement Details

Minor (for
example,
22.4.)

Release Assessment
Environment Pre-release

• Posted two weeks before the planned Release
Assessment Environment upgrade.

• Contains general information about new
features.

• Contains dates for the Production Cloud
upgrade.

Note:

Upgrade dates are subject to
change.

• Draft Release Notes are now available.
Contact your Oracle Project Manager to
request a copy.

Release Assessment
Environment Upgrade Start

• Posted as the start of the Release Assessment
Environment upgrade.

Release Assessment
Environment Upgrade
Complete

• Posted upon the successful completion of the
Release Assessment Environment upgrade.

• Contains dates for the Production Cloud
upgrade.

Note:

Upgrade dates are subject to
change.

• Release Notes and user guides are available
on the Oracle Help Center.

• The Product Verification Package (PVP) is
available on My Oracle Support (MOS). For
more information, see About the Product
Verification Pack (PVP)

Production Cloud Upgrade
Start

• Posted at the start of the Production Cloud
upgrade.

Production Cloud Upgrade
Complete

• Posted upon the successful completion of the
Production Cloud upgrade.

• Final Release Notes and user guides are
posted on the Oracle Help Center if updates
have been required since the last version. For
more information, see the Revision History.
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Type of
release

Announcement Details

Patch (for
example,
22.4.0.1 or
22.4.1)

Release Assessment
Environment Release
Notice
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• Contains general information about what is
being fixed in the patch.

• Contains the approximate dates for the
Release Assessment Environment and
Production Cloud upgrades.
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Type of
release

Announcement Details

n
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m
e
i
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r
e
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i
r
e
d
.

Release Assessment
Environment Upgrade Start

• Posted at the start of the Release Assessment
Environment upgrade.

• Contains general information about what is
being fixed in the patch.

• Contains dates for the Production Cloud
upgrade.

Note:

Upgrade dates are subject to
change.

Release Assessment
Environment Upgrade
Complete

• Posted upon successful completion of the
Release Assessment Environment upgrade.

Production Cloud Upgrade
Start

• Posted at the start of the Production Cloud
upgrade.

Production Cloud Upgrade
Complete

• Posted upon the successful completion of the
Production Cloud upgrade.

• Release Notes are available on the Oracle
Help Center.

System maintenance page and status notifications
Upon signing in, a new maintenance page displays when the Oracle Clinical One
Platform, all studies for an organization, or a specific study is undergoing
maintenance.

The maintenance page includes a link to the Oracle Clinical One Platform status page
which provides status information for the Oracle Clinical One Platform as well as the
Oracle Health Sciences Clinical One Digital Gateway, Oracle Clinical One Analytics,
Oracle CRF Submit, and other Oracle Clinical One Platform systems and services.
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The status page also includes information for the Oracle Clinical One Platform Release
Assessment Environment. For more information about this environment, see the Release
Assessment Environment Guide

On the status page, click Subscribe to updates to subscribe to Oracle Clinical One Platform
status email notifications. Follow the steps below to subscribe to these email notifications.

1. Click the status page link on the maintenance page.

You can also access the status page here Clinical One Status Page.

2. In the upper right corner, click Subscribe to updates.

3. Select your country, enter a valid email address, then click Subscribe to updates.

A Subscription Successful message appears, and a confirmation email is sent.

4. Locate the Confirm your subscription email and click Confirm Subscription.

The status page opens displaying the message Thank You! Your email subscription has
been confirmed.

5. The status page includes options to cancel the subscription and update your notification
preferences.

If you cancel your subscription for any reason, you can follow the steps above to
subscribe again.

6. (Optional) Make notification updates by removing check marks where applicable, then
click Update Subscription.

The options to cancel and update will not be available the next time you visit the status page.
If you need to cancel your subscription or update your notification preferences, you can do so
by using links provided in any of the subsequent notifications that you receive. Simply click
Manage Subscriptions or Unsubscribe in the footer of the email notification.
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10
Information about past releases

This book only has information for the latest release.

If you want to find details about the changes in previous releases, see the Change Log.
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11
Browser requirements

System requirements

Computer Internet browser Resolution

Laptop or desktop • Google Chrome version
111.0.5563.112
(recommended)

• Microsoft Edge version
111.0.1661.54

Make sure the resolution display
of your computer is configured
using the following values
• 1920x1080 (recommended)

for a full High Definition (HD)
monitor

• 1366x768 px or higher
(standard resolution) for
most non-HD computers
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Oracle Clinical One Platform Product
Verification Pack (PVP)

• About the Product Verification Pack (PVP)

• Product Verification Pack (PVP) updates
The Oracle Clinical One Platform Product Development team has been working to update
the Product Verification Package (PVP) documentation in response to feedback provided
by our regulated customers.

• Download the Product Verification Pack (PVP)

About the Product Verification Pack (PVP)
The Product Verification Pack (PVP) is a collection of product release artifacts aimed at
helping our customers with their validation efforts.

The documents in the PVP are used by Oracle for product certification purposes and Oracle
makes the documents available to our customers at no charge ahead of the product release.
You can use the PVP as a blueprint for acceptance testing.

You'll find the following documents in the Oracle Clinical One Platform PVP:

• Verification Summary report

• Requirements document

• Requirements testing documentation with corresponding objective evidence

• Standard Control testing documentation with corresponding objective evidence

A new PVP is made available for every release except patch releases.

Product Verification Pack (PVP) updates
The Oracle Clinical One Platform Product Development team has been working to update the
Product Verification Package (PVP) documentation in response to feedback provided by our
regulated customers.

Starting with the 22.4 release, the Product Verification Pack (PVP) includes the following
changes to the documentation:

A new Master Verification Plan is introduced

A standalone Master Verification Plan has been created to provide an overview of the Oracle
Clinical One Platform and Oracle Health Sciences Clinical One Digital Gateway testing and
documentation being generated for releases.
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Updates to the ReadMe.txt file

When reviewing the PVP, the first document to reference will still be the ReadMe.txt
file. This document has been updated to provide a comprehensive folder structure and
documentation location for each release.

Updates in the Requirements document folder

Oracle is providing the following updates to this folder:

• Updated the Verification Summary Report (previously the Overview document).
This document will detail the testing and retesting, results achieved, objective
evidence and failures for the Oracle Clinical One Platform and Oracle Health
Sciences Clinical One Digital Gateway release.

• Updated the Requirements Document. Previously, a cumulative requirements
document was generated and supplied in the PVP. With the 22.4 release, only
those requirements tested for the current release will be provided in the PVP. The
document will be smaller and more manageable for our regulated customers to
review. The cumulative requirements document will still be available, on request,
as a standalone static document which will have all release information through
release 22.3.

• Introduced a new 21 CFR Part 11 Control Mapping Document. We are providing
a mapping document to help our regulated customers cross reference our 21 CFR
Part 11 controls tested to global regulatory GxP requirements.

Updates in the Test Scenario folders

Under the Test Scenario folders, all Oracle Clinical One Platform and Oracle Health
Sciences Clinical One Digital Gateway documentation has been combined. In previous
releases, testing documentation was separated from the objective evidence. Starting
with the 22.4 release, testing and objective evidence for Standard Control testing
(regression testing) and requirements testing will be combined into respective folders.
Under the Requirements folder, each requirement will be a standalone document and
includes the objective evidence to help our regulated customers review those
requirements pertinent to their own validation testing.

Note:

Oracle believes the upgrades to our documentation will help accelerate your
review and evaluation prior to the Production release. If you have any
feedback, reach out to your Project Manager or Customer Success Manager.

Download the Product Verification Pack (PVP)
• Step 1. Get an account for My Oracle Support (MOS)

• Step 2. Associate your MOS account with your organization's customer support
identifier (CSI)

• Step 3. Enter a ticket to obtain the password for the Product Verification Pack
(PVP)

• Step 4. Download the Product Verification Pack (PVP)

Chapter 12
Download the Product Verification Pack (PVP)
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Step 1. Get an account for My Oracle Support (MOS)
Do I have to do this? Yes, unless you already have a My Oracle Support (MOS) account.
Getting an account takes just a couple of minutes.

How many times do I have to do this task? Just one time.

1. If you think you might have a MOS account but aren't sure of your user name or
password, follow these steps to retrieve your sign-in details. Typically, you already have a
MOS account if:

• You were identified as the primary contact from your organization for the deployment
of Oracle Clinical One Platform when the environment was first provisioned. If you
were the primary contact, you received the Welcome letter from Oracle and were
provisioned with a My Oracle Support (MOS) account during the onboarding process.
or

• You've ever signed into Support Cloud. The two sites use the same account.

a. Open My Oracle Support, and below the Login to My Oracle Support button, click
Forgot password?.

b. Follow the instructions on the page to retrieve your sign-in details.

2. If you don't have a MOS account, follow these steps to get one:

a. Open My Oracle Support and below the Login to My Oracle Support button, click
Register as a new user.

b. For step-by-step instructions for registering, see Creating a New User Account on My
Oracle Support (Doc ID 1100133.1).

Next step: Step 2. Associate your MOS account with your organization's customer support
identifier (CSI).

Step 2. Associate your MOS account with your organization's customer
support identifier (CSI)

Do I have to do this? Yes. Even if you have a MOS account, you won't be able to download
the Product Verification Pack (PVP) or see useful information until you associate your
account with your organization's customer support identifier (CSI).

How many times do I have to do this task? Just one time.

1. Obtain your organization's CSI using one of the following methods:

• Find the CSI in the Welcome letter, if you received it.
If you were identified as the primary contact from your organization for the
deployment of Oracle Clinical One Platform when the environment was first
provisioned, you received the Welcome letter from Oracle.

• Consult the documents you received during the onboarding process.

• Reach out to your Sales contact.

2. Sign in to My Oracle Support.

3. In the upper right, click the drop-down arrow to the right of your name, and select My
Account.

4. Below Support Identifiers, click Request Access.
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5. Fill in the fields:

• Note to Approver: Include an optional note about why you need to be
associated with the organization's CSI.

• Support Identifier: Enter the numerical CSI for your organization.

6. Click Request Access.

7. Review these important guidelines so you understand how your request is
approved, next steps, and future responsibilities:

• If you are the first person from your organization to request to be associated
with the CSI:

– You can expect to hear back from Oracle within a couple business days,
letting you know that the association has been set up.

– As the first user at your organization to be associated with the CSI, you
automatically become the Customer User Administrator (CUA) for your
organization.

* As the CUA, you'll be responsible for approving all future
requests for associations to your organization's CSI.

* You'll typically receive requests only when another person at your
organization needs to download the PVP. After someone requests
access, you'll receive an email, and all you have to do is return to
MOS to approve their access.

* You also have the ability to identify other users as CUAs. We highly
recommend setting up more than one CUA for your organization.
That way, if the current CUA is on vacation or leaves the company,
your organization will still be able to approve requests. If your last
CUA leaves your organization, reach out to Oracle Support for help in
manually updating the CUA.

• If you aren't the first person from your organization to request to be associated
with the CSI, the request for approval is emailed to the Customer User
Administrators (CUAs) at your organization.
One of them needs to sign in to My Oracle Support and approve your request
and then you'll be able to see the PVP. They can also make you a CUA so that
you'll have approval rights for future requests.

Next step: Step 3. Enter a ticket to obtain the password for the Product Verification
Pack (PVP).

Step 3. Enter a ticket to obtain the password for the Product
Verification Pack (PVP)

Do I have to do this? Yes. Due to security considerations, the PVP can be
downloaded only if you have the current password. If you are responsible for
validating, we think you'll find that the contents of the PVP are worth the extra step of
getting the password.

How many times do I have to do this task? The password changes every 90 days,
so you'll have to request a new password about four times per year.

1. Open Support Cloud.
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Tip:

Your Support Cloud account is the same as your My Oracle Support (MOS)
account.

2. Select the Support Requests tab.

3. Click Create a new Support Request.

4. Enter a ticket and ask for the password for the product PVP. For help filling in the fields,
see the following sample ticket.

Next step: Step 4. Download the Product Verification Pack (PVP).

Step 4. Download the Product Verification Pack (PVP)
The URL for the PVP doesn't change.

1. Navigate to the following URL:

https://support.oracle.com/epmos/faces/PatchDetail?
requestId=22840173&_afrLoop=457623897492643&patchId=28825486

Note:

To find the PVP without using the URL, just paste Patch 28825486 into the
search box in the upper right on any page in My Oracle Support, and press
Enter.
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2. On the right, from the Release drop-down, choose the product release for which
you need the PVP.

3. Below the drop-down, click Download.

4. In the File Download pop-up, perform the following tasks:

a. Check the download time for the PVP and make sure you'll be able to leave
your computer on for the duration of the download.

b. Enter the password you obtained from Support and click Unlock.

The PVP downloads.

Did a Password is invalid error appear? If so, the password has expired since
you last obtained it. Enter a ticket to get the current password.

You're finished! Now all you have to do is save the PVP locally and unzip the file so
you can view its contents.
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Revision history

Date Part number Description

April 2023 F79164-01 Original version of this
document.

April 2023 F79164-01 Changes made 03-April-2023
• The following fixed issues

were documented:
35159341, 35217778,
34273343, & 34699882.

• The following fixed issue
was retracted from the
publication: 35062639.

April 2023 F79164-01 Changes made 16-April-2023
• The following fixed issues

were documented:
35156289, 35232296,
35288320, & 34419025

• The following fixed issues
were retracted from the
publication: 34699882,
33955631, 34273343, &
35159341.

April 2023 F79164-02 Changes made 19-April-2023
• The following fixed issue

was documented:
35062639.

• The following fixed issue
description was updated:
35232296

April 2023 F79164-03 Included information about
impact to other applications. For
more information, see Release
impact for other applications.

May 2023 F79164-04 Bug 35181746 was added to 
Fixed issues for forms, visits, and
rules.

May 2023 F79164-05 Included content for the 23.1.1
release. For more information,
see the Patch log.
Documented enhancements to
Signature Configurations and the
Unblinded Subject Events
dataset. For more information,
see Other enhancements.
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